Baruch Talk-Out Is Scheduled To Deal With Future of College

By MICHAEL EDWARDS

The future of the Baruch College will be discussed by students and faculty this Thursday at 12:15 in the Auditorium. The program will deal with all aspects of the college's philosophy to structure and curriculum.

The meeting was scheduled at the request of the faculty Transition Committee. It will begin with short presentations from two faculty members and two students — who feel deeply that there has not been a full airing of the problem to express ourselves. We want, Professor Bronfman said, that the program would allow those of us

New Liberal Arts Courses Offered in Spring Semester

In response to student requests for classes more apropos to contemporary life, the Baruch College Liberal Arts Department is offering three new courses dealing with the Black Community. The History Department is offering History 485, Afro-American History, and the Economics Department is offering Economics 68, Special Topics in Labor, a course on "Black Power, movement of the 1960's and the development of slavery, the role of the Afro-American through American History, the Civil Rights movement of the 1960's and the various meanings of Black Power in contemporary America. This three-credit course will be taught by Professor Faizer and will meet three hours a week.

The required texts in the course are: From Plantation to Ghetto by Michael Harrington and American Negroes by Frederick Douglass. Additional readings are: "Negro Protest Thought in the 19th Century" by Frederich Douglass, An American Slave by Frederick Douglass, David Walker's Appeal by David Walker, The Negro's Civil War, Ed. by James M. McPherson.

Five Seek Top Post In Frosch Election

Petitions for Student Council representatives and Ticker Association were due late yesterday. As we went to press twenty-two petitions were turned in to the Student Council Election Committee.

The five candidates for President of the Freshman class are: Lewis Bernstein, Douglas Rosel, Mark Stein, Susan Wein, and William Zacharick.

There are four candidates for Vice President of the Class of 1972: Roslyn Flescher, Steve Friedberg, Jeanette McCalin, and the only candidate for the position of Freshman Executive is Karen Silverstein.

The eight candidates for four Student Council Representatives of the Class of 1972 are: Linda Cohen, Patrick Cunningham, Ike Kairey, marsh Locken, Barry Mevorah, Bruce Rosen, Gideon Rothschild, and Carlos Vargas.

The only candidate for Student Council Representative from the Class of 1969 is Ken Polinsky. There are two seats-open on Council for this class.

The four candidates for the one vacant Student Council Representative from the Class of 1971 are: Christiane Bartlett, Sherman Davis, Steve Hornerberg, and Richard Weinings.

The two candidates for Ticker Association are: Mark Frank, and Jesse Lipman.

Elective Cards

All students, except graduating seniors, must file Elective Cards prior to Thursday, October 3rd.

Failure to file a card will result in a delay at registration in February.

Blank cards can be obtained in the Registrar's Office (Room 312).

Two Students Elected to Committee; Charity Drive Bids Due this Week

Chris Andrews '69 and Ken Polinsky '69 were elected to the Student Faculty Committee on Academic Governance at last Thursday's council meeting.

Councillor also approved final plans for the freshman welcoming session to be held October 12 and 15 at Deer Park Farm. The weekend is sponsored by Sigma Alpha.

The committee is composed of six faculty members and six students: two undergraduate days, two undergraduate evening, and two graduate students.

The committee was established by the faculty, on the recommendation of the transition committee, last June. The committee is an outgrowth of the faculty decision to give Baruch students a voice in the administration of the college.

The committee will meet on a regular basis and will make recommendations to the faculty, administration, and Student Council. They can act independently as a new unit.

Any areas relating to the college's curriculum, curriculum, campus community involvement, etc., may fall under this committee.

The requirements for the student seats on the committee are that the individual must be an underclassman; the individual must have some extra-curricular involvement.

In addition to Chris Andrews and Ken Polinsky, Jesse Lipman is a candidate for the committee. Sigma Alpha Chancellor Richie Bason was nominated but declined to run.

Ken Polinsky told the Ticker, "The committee represents the students of Baruch College to that the initiative in expressing our approval or disagreement of the appeal under which we are governed, which will confront us in the future."

Mr. Andrews is vice Chancellor of Sigma Alpha. He served as student co-ordinator of this years freshman colloquium, and co-ordinator of last years program.

Dean of Students has also urged to include students in their respective departments to conduct drives this term.

Mr. Andrews is also the President of the Freshman Council Election Committee. The election will be held Monday, October 4, and $8 to $10 thousand club bids will be conducted on the committee.

The eight candidates for four Student Council Representatives of the Class of 1972 are: Linda Cohen, Patrick Cunningham, Ike Kairey, marsh Locken, Barry Mevorah, Bruce Rosen, Gideon Rothschild, and Carlos Vargas.
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The eight candidates for four Student Council Representatives of the Class of 1972 are: Linda Cohen, Patrick Cunningham, Ike Kairey, marsh Locken, Barry Mevorah, Bruce Rosen, Gideon Rothschild, and Carlos Vargas.

The only candidate for Student Council Representative from the Class of 1969 is Ken Polinsky. There are two seats-open on Council for this class.
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Senior Prom in the Bahamas, Beer Blast, Newsletter Planned

The possibility of a Senior Prom in the Bahamas was a key point at last Thursday’s senior class meeting. The $51,000 affair would include all fees and taxes, and was accepted in the following fields.

Dean of Chicago

Grad School to Visit Baruch October 21

Gals! Won’t You Join Us?

Baruch Instructor Approves Some Student Revolt Against Authority

The revolt of students against authority, both scholastic and secular, was the subject discussed by Mr. L. A. Seidemann, English, at the College House for students.

From the booth Mr. Seidemann said he favored student protest "in this involves the student in vibrant activity." But he wondered why there has not been a faculty revolt yet.

"I don’t know why the faculty doesn’t rise up," the English Professor said. "When students are persecuted political subjects, but if the students are not, it may amply reward him." Pity.
A Good Sign

The rapid response of the Baruch College Romance, English, and Language departments in terminating courses dealing with black history and Black pride, and the urgent need for any white student to take the initiative in the face of the current situation, is a step forward in the right direction.

We understand that the existence of the courses and their content are not necessarily permanent, but that they are a reflection of a trend towards greater awareness and understanding of black history and culture. We also believe that the courses should be taken advantage of by all students, regardless of race, to gain a deeper understanding of the black experience and its place in American history.

Your Vote

Student Council and Ticker Association elections are next Wednesday (November 9).

It is hoped that many students will take advantage of the opportunity to vote and allow others to take the responsibility for a change.

This election will see two new people elected to the Student Council this year. We hope to see some time and effort put into the election process by the Student Council this year and that it will be a success for all.

Curriculum

Much time and effort will be spent in the next few months developing a Liberal Arts Curriculum for the College — this is to be expected. We hope that the courses will not only be a reflection of the black experience, but will also help to create a more diverse and comprehensive education.

We understand that the students have the power to determine the success of the curriculum through their voting behavior and their involvement in the decision-making process.
NEMESIS

By LINCOLN AND TOM NEIFIELD

BEIJA — The world watches the massive death of 400 urban battle in the streets of the Black and Puerto Rican community as the nation's urban battle in the streets of the Black and Puerto Rican community as the nation's great white father, the United States, makes a final effort to quell the violence.

The United Nations has recently added to the conflict by sending a special envoy to try to mediate the situation. The envoy, a respected diplomat from the Hague, has been meeting with representatives from both sides to try to find a peaceful resolution.

However, the situation has become so volatile that many are now calling for the United Nations to take more active steps, such as sending peacekeepers to the area. The United Nations has yet to respond to these calls.

The violence has caused widespread destruction and loss of life, with many families left without homes or loved ones. The United Nations has been criticized for its slow response and lack of action in the face of this humanitarian crisis.

As the situation continues to worsen, the United Nations is under increasing pressure to take decisive action to end the conflict and bring peace to the region. The future of the United Nations and its ability to uphold its mandate as a global peacekeeping organization is being called into question.

However, despite the challenges, there is hope that progress can be made, and the United Nations can play a constructive role in bringing about a peaceful resolution to this conflict.

In the meantime, the United Nations continues to work with the leaders of the region to try to find a way forward, and to provide support to those affected by the violence. The United Nations remains committed to its mandate of peacekeeping, and to working towards a better future for all people.
The Intramural Program at Baruch College is now reaching the most exciting period in its history. As a new college, we must start developing an extensive intercollegiate sports program of our own. We do it ourselves. However, we can be assured of personal satisfaction in organizing a basketball game, managing a tournament, or writing an article for the Intramural Board. Let's be practical. Besides being on an floor of the Intramural rooms and helping your school, you will be gaining valuable experience in many fields, and winning valuable awards as well. While our building lacks seating room in the crowded cafeteria or lounges, we have two offices in which to rest your weary bones between classes or for lunch.

We have a lot to offer you, so why not look into it and see for yourself. What can you lose? Ask Jeff Engle in the Intramural office, Locker Room E on the 5th floor. Oh girls, we have another office for you. Contact Professor Henderson in the Physical Education office, Room 725.

Join THE TICKER

Smith move Mickey Stanley to shortstop in order to play Al Kaline in the outfield, he would be sacrificing a great deal of defense. That is a matter of fact. Bill Freehan is a strong-hitting, line-driving, left-handed batter who has had difficultly throwing out base runners; with Lou Brock on the bases, this deficiency may prove to be fatal. Al Kaline is a great hitting rightfielder. There's no denying it. Kaline, Freehan, Jim Northrup, Norm Cash, Willie Horton, Dick McAuliffe, Stanley and pinch-hitter deluxe Gates Brown present a murderous array.

The Cardinals are a fine hitting team as well. They get the big hit and more often than not it is Maris who gives it to them. Should Cepeda and McCarver rebound from poor seasons, the Cardinals, too, will be murder at the plate.

Discount the Cardinals' mediocre place of the last month. It didn't count. The Birds have an edge in Gibson, in which they have an edge in pitching. They have an edge in defense. They have an edge in speed. The Tigers have an edge in hitting. Not enough.

For the real reason that it was against my nature to pick repeaters, I went against St. Louis in April. I won't make that mistake again. The Cardinals, Red Schoendienst's great baseball team, in six.

THE CLASSIC

By Larry Brooks

The year 1968 will not go down in baseball annals as an all-time great one. It will never go down as a good one. Let us be kind to it just as if it were not for some remarkable zero-strings, it may well not go down at all.

Both pennant races were, for all intents and purposes, over by mid-July. Tarkenton and Jones were on the tips of many people's tongues as more than rookie quarterbacks. The incredible number of shutouts and the sub-par batting averages were, more often than not, cause for joke rather than concern to the average fan; for many rather they are like the stand-still, world-passing them-by baseball bigwigs.

But there is one last saving grace for 1968 baseball. The World Series, if it can be called that, will be on the clubs one.

The St. Louis Cardinals versus the Detroit Tigers. And inevitably, unavoidably, no matter how hackneyed, Gibson versus McLain. It's a matchmaker's dream. Two big beautiful ballparks; two excellent clubs that easily overpower their leagues while picking up their flags; color and, finally, two pitchers. All this has been heady stuff on a collision course since the middle of the first heat wave.

Gibson. At the time of this writing a 21 game winner. He is going to break the all-time Earned Run Average record by some 2.25 earned runs per nine innings. He has added to compiling an E.R.A. of 2.00, did, was and does.

Since the middle of the first heat wave.

It is Gibson's turn to pitch and McLain. All he has done is win 31 games. He is the first lefthander of the starting sextet.

Both pitchers with their heads. They're tough. They're experienced. Both compiled Earned Run Averages of less than 2.50. Both pitch with their heads. They're tough.
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